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Stemming the Torrent 2018-10-24

this title was first published in 2002 gesa stedman mines the vein of emotion in victorian writing to unearth new insights into the ways literature responded to the dramatic
social and political changes then taking place contemporary research from various disciplines including sociology ethnology and history inform this study which juxtaposes
canonical material such as dickens hard times charlotte bronte s shirley and germaine de stael s corinne with popular novels and non fictional texts such as the education of the
heart by sarah ellis and darwin s on the expression of the emotions in man and animals the analysis deals with emotions applying to both genders but includes a special section
examining the representation of emotion in relation to women the book aims to provide new insight into the literature of the period and brings to light new material for
scholars interested in the philosophy and psychology of emotions

From a Trickle to a Torrent 2018-10-30

what happens to a community when the majority of young people leave their homes to pursue an education from a trickle to a torrent documents the demographic and social
consequences of educational migration from nubri a tibetan enclave in the highlands of nepal the authors explore parents motivations for sending their children to distant
schools and monasteries social connections that shape migration pathways young people s estrangement from village life and dilemmas that arise when educated individuals are
unable or unwilling to return and reside in their native villages drawing on numerous decades of research this study documents a transitional period when the future of a
himalayan society teeters on the brink of irreversible change

United States Government Publications Monthly Catalog 1947

this book provides an up to date survey of durability issues with a particular focus on specification and design and how to achieve durability in actual concrete construction it is
aimed at the practising engineer but is also a valuable resource for graduate level programs in universities along with background to current philosophies it gathers together in
one useful reference a summary of current knowledge on concrete durability includes information on modern concrete materials and shows how these materials can be
combined to produce durable concrete the approach is consistent with the increasing focus on sustainability that is being addressed by the concrete industry with the current
emphasis on design for durability

The romance of Guy of Warwick, the 1st or 14th-century version, ed. from the Auchinleck ms. and from ms. 107 in
Caius college, Cambridge by J. Zupitza 1883

february issue includes appendix entitled directory of united states government periodicals and subscription publications september issue includes list of depository libraries
june and december issues include semiannual index
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nine case studies on the artistic representation of earthquakes fires and other natural disasters in european towns from the late middle ages to the end of the 20th century

United States Government Publications Monthly Catalog 1947

musaicum books presents to you this carefully created volume of vernania the celebrated works of jules verne in one edition this ebook has been designed and formatted to the
highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices contents five weeks in a balloon 1863 a journey to the center of the earth 1864 the adventures of captain
hatteras 1864 from the earth to the moon 1865 in search of the castaways 1865 20 000 leagues under the sea 1869 around the moon 1869 around the world in eighty days 1872
the fur country 1872 the mysterious island 1874 the survivors of the chancellor 1874 michael strogoff 1876 off on a comet 1877 the underground city or the child of the cavern
1877 dick sand a captain at fifteen 1878 eight hundred leagues on the amazon 1881 godfrey morgan 1882 robur the conqueror 1886 the purchase of the north pole or topsy
turvy 1889 the adventures of a special correspondent or claudius bombarnac 1893 facing the flag 1896 an antarctic mystery 1897 the master of the world 1904 jules verne 1828
1905 was a french novelist who pioneered the genre of science fiction a true visionary with an extraordinary talent for writing adventure stories his writings incorporated the
latest scientific knowledge of his day and envisioned technological developments that were years ahead of their time verne wrote about undersea air and space travel long
before any navigable or practical craft were invented verne wrote over 50 novels and numerous short stories

Wounded Cities: The Representation of Urban Disasters in European Art (14th-20th Centuries) 2015-05-26

from 1910 to 1913 a f r wollaston took a part in a couple of expeditions in new guinea to the snow mountains of netherlands new guinea the main aim was to climb the highest
mountains there as well as to collect biological and ethnological specimens there he succeeded in climbing to within 150 m of the summit of the carstensz pyramid at 4884 m
the highest peak on the island and one not summited until 1962 he is commemorated in the names of a bat a skink lizard and a frog from new guinea after the second
expedition wollaston wrote a detailed account of the journey and adventures but he was strictly careful to give only true relations and descriptions of things

The Publishers Weekly 1947

the history of the crusades in 3 volumes is a historical work by french historian joseph françois michaud which provides a comprehensive look at the crusades including
political and military battles in europe north africa and asia minor the crusades were a series of religious wars initiated supported and sometimes directed by the latin church in
the medieval period especially the campaigns between 1096 and 1271 in the eastern mediterranean aimed at recovering the holy land from islamic rule michaud expands the
term of crusades including in his work the wars against turks in europe in 13th 14th and 15th century concluding with his reflections on the state of europe on the various
classes of society during and after the crusades
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Publishers' circular and booksellers' record 1842

eric leif davietnamesen was raised as a southern baptist and mormon convert although he was always a non believer however like everyone else in his blue collar
surroundings he believed in america the military anti communism and although too young to vote senator barry goldwater when he ran for president in 1964 then in the
sixties he went to college and became swept up in the movements of the times he came to realize that everything he d believed about his war the vietnameseetnam war was
wrong he came to believe that we were more than just on the wrong side we were the wrong side eventually he was drafted however he refused induction into the military
preferring to face five years in prison the maximum sentence rather than fight in an immoral war this memoir describes his journey through the sixties from a working class
gung ho goldwater republican supporter of the vietnameseetnam war to a radicalized anti war activietnamesest who was eventually drafted to fight in that war but refused to
go

Astronomy Explained Upon Sir Isaac Newton's Principles ... A New Edition, Corrected. [With Plates.] 1673

history of denmark sweden and norway in 2 volumes is one of the best known works by a british historian samuel astley dunham this carefully crafted e artnow ebook is
formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents x000d the pagan age x000d denmark b c 40 to a d 1014 x000d sweden a c 70 to a d 1001 x000d
norway about a c 70 to a d 1030 x000d maritime expeditions of the northmen during the pagan times x000d in england france and ireland x000d maritime expeditions of the
northmen during the pagan times x000d in the orkneys the hebrides iceland greenland north america russia etc x000d cosmogony and religion of scandinavia x000d
introduction of christianity into denmark and sweden x000d the middle age x000d denmark 1014 1387 x000d norway 1030 1387 x000d sweden 1001 1389

Handbook for Travellers in Northern Italy ... Thirteenth Edition [of the Work Originally Written by Sir Francis
Palgrave]. Carefully Revised, Etc. [The Editor's Preface Signed: J. Y. J.] 1874

this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them
voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand
technology this title was originally published in 1996 this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of california press s mission to seek
out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived



VERNANIA: The Celebrated Works of Jules Verne in One Edition 2017-11-15

Pygmies and Papuans (Illustrated Edition) 2018-11-09

Handbook for Travellers in Central Italy ... Ninth Edition [of the Work Originally Written by Octavian Blewitt],
Revised, Etc 1875

The History of the Crusades (Vol.1-3) 2020-04-06

The new American cyclopædia, ed. by G. Ripley and C.A. Dana 1860
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Fight the Power 2008-11-12

The New American Cyclopaedia 1871

The new American Cyclopedia: A polpular Dictionary of General Knowledge 1860

The New American Encyclopaedia 1859
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Catalogue Or Alphabetical Index of the Astor Library 1858

Catalogue or alphabetical index 1858

Catalogue Or Alphabetical Index of the Astor Library 1858

The Complete Works of Lord Byron, Reprinted from the Last London Edition ... To which is Prefixed a Life by
Thomas Moore [abridged] ... With a Portrait 1852

A Handbook for Travellers in Southern Italy ... Fourth edition [of the work originally written by Octavian Blewitt],
entirely revised and corrected on the spot 1862

History of Denmark, Sweden, and Norway (Vol. 1&2) 2020-05-17
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Letters on Egypt, Edom and the Holy Land 1866

Letters on Egypt, Edom, and the Holy Land 1858

A Theological Dictionary, Containing Definitions of All Religious Terms, Etc 1833

A Hand-Book for Travellers in Switzerland, and the Alps of Savoy and Piedmont. By John Murray III. Third
edition, corrected and augmented 1852

The Hand-Book for Travellers in Switzerland and the Alps of Savoy and Piedmont ... New Edition Enlarged, with
Keller's Map Corrected. [By John Murray III. With Plates.] 1839

One King, One Faith 2023-12-22

A Theological Dictionary 1833

A Hand-Book for Travellers in Central Italy ... By Octavian Blewitt ... Second edition, carefully revised 1850
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